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1/1/16 – 3/31/16

1. Issues related to Jobs / Business / the Economy

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the first of two programs on getting out of debt, debt experts Brian and 
Cherie Lowe offered encouragement and advice for living with financial freedom in a discussion based 
on Cherie’s book, “Slaying the Debt Dragon: How One Family Conquered Their Money Monster and 
Found an Inspired Happily Ever After.”
Aired 1/5/16 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the second of two programs on getting out of debt, debt experts Brian 
and Cherie Lowe offered more encouragement and advice for living with financial freedom in a 
discussion based on Cherie’s book, “Slaying the Debt Dragon: How One Family Conquered Their 
Money Monster and Found an Inspired Happily Ever After.”
Aired 1/6/16 at 9 pm 30 min 

1/26/16 – 55 min. live – “Morning Show Job Search” – conducted by PD & show host Scott Herrold. 
The phone lines were opened from 8:05  – 9:00 am inviting job seekers to call and tell what kind of 
work they’re qualified and/or are looking for and employers with job openings to call in and tell the 
listeners live on the air about the opening at their business. The job information given on the air during 
that time and was then posted on the station website as interested listeners were encouraged to find out 
more in order to arrange interviews or connection with the employers regarding the available jobs.

3/31/16 – 37 min. live – “Morning Show Job Search” – conducted by PD & show host Scott Herrold. 
The phone lines were opened from 9:05  – 9:37 am inviting job seekers to call and tell what kind of 
work they’re qualified and/or are looking for and employers with job openings to call in and tell the 
listeners live on the air about the opening at their business. The job information given on the air during 
that time and was then posted on the station website as interested listeners were encouraged to find out 
more in order to arrange interviews or connection with the employers regarding the available jobs. 

2. Family & Parenting Issues

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In a program on “Avoiding the Chore Wars” with your kids, Dr. Greg 
Smalley, Erin Smalley & Jean Daily offered parents practical advice on teaching children responsibility 
by giving them age-appropriate chores. A PDF was offered online titled “Avoid the Chore Wars.”
Article: Serving as a family by Grace Fox
Aired 1/1/16 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the first of two programs on getting out of debt, debt experts Brian and 
Cherie Lowe offered encouragement and advice for living with financial freedom in a discussion based 



on Cherie’s book, “Slaying the Debt Dragon: How One Family Conquered Their Money Monster and 
Found an Inspired Happily Ever After.”
Aired 1/5/16 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the second of two programs on getting out of debt, debt experts Brian 
and Cherie Lowe offered more encouragement and advice for living with financial freedom in a 
discussion based on Cherie’s book, “Slaying the Debt Dragon: How One Family Conquered Their 
Money Monster and Found an Inspired Happily Ever After.”
Aired 1/6/16 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Speaking directly to pregnant teen girls as well as their parents, author 
Tricia Goyer offered the wisdom she's gained from looking back at her own experiences as a pregnant 
teen. She encouraged young listeners in a discussion based on her book, “Teen Mom: You're Stronger 
Than You Think.” 
Aired 1/7/16 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Kathi Lipp, author of books including,  “Clutter Free” and  “The Get 
Yourself Organized Project” explained how too much clutter can cause family stress and conflict, and 
offered practical strategies to get rid of what you don't need so that you can better utilize the space and 
resources you have.
Aired 1/8/16 at 9 pm 30 min  

WEEKEND MAGAZINE – Author Carol Barnier offered practical suggestions for how parents can help 
their children learn and succeed in school, including information from her book, “The Big What Now 
Book of Learning Styles.”
Aired 1/10/16 at 6 am 55 min  

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY –Psychologist, author and speaker Dr. Kevin Leman offered parents of 
middle schoolers advice and encouragement in a discussion based on his book, “Planet Middle School: 
Helping Your Child Through the Peer Pressure, Awkward Moments & Emotional Drama.” Also offered 
was an online PDF: A Middle Schooler’s 10 Commandments to Parents by Kevin Leman
Aired 1/11/16 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Continuation of the previous days program on Parenting Tips for the 
Middle School Years. Psychologist, author and speaker Dr. Kevin Leman offered parents of middle 
schoolers advice and encouragement in a discussion based on his book, “Planet Middle School: Helping 
Your Child Through the Peer Pressure, Awkward Moments & Emotional Drama.” Also offered was an 
online PDF: A Middle Schooler’s 10 Commandments to Parents by Kevin Leman
Aired 1/12/16 at 9 pm 30 min 

WEEKEND MAGAZINE – Part 1 of this weekend's program included portions of an interview on 
“Hope for Teen Moms” featuring author Tricia Goyer who spoke directly to pregnant teen girls, as well 
as their parents, offering the wisdom she's gained from looking back at her own experiences as a 
pregnant teen. She encouraged young listeners in a discussion based on her book, “Teen Mom: You're 
Stronger Than You Think.”  In Part 2, Kathi Lipp, author of books including,  “Clutter Free” and  “The 
Get Yourself Organized Project” explained how too much clutter can cause family stress and conflict, 



and offered practical strategies to get rid of what you don't need so that you can better utilize the space 
and resources you have.
Aired 1/17/16 at 6 am 55 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Author and pastor Lon and Mrs. Brenda Solomon described how God has 
sustained them through the emotional and spiritual challenges they've faced in raising their disabled 
daughter, and encouraged listeners to embrace and support families with special needs children. They 
also talked about how the local church congregation can help these families.
Aired 1/21/16 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In part 2 of the previous days program, author and pastor Lon and Mrs. 
Brenda Solomon described how God has sustained them through the emotional and spiritual challenges 
they've faced in raising their disabled daughter, and encouraged listeners to embrace and support 
families with special needs children. They also talked about how the local church congregation can help 
these families.
Aired 1/22/16 at 9 pm 30 min 

Weekend Magazine – In Part 1 of this weekend's program, Carey Wickersham, author of “The Wonder 
Within You”  encouraged expectant moms in how to enjoy the stages of her pregnancy and not miss the 
positive aspects of the child’s development.
In Part 2, Dr. Greg Smalley and Erin Smalley offered parents practical advice on teaching children 
responsibility by giving them age-appropriate chores. A PDF was offered online titled “Avoid the Chore 
Wars.”  
Aired 1/24/16 at 6 am 55 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the first of 2 programs on “Raising Kids With Healthy Boundaries,” 
Psychologist and author Dr. Henry Cloud described how parents can strengthen their children’s 
character by teaching them to take responsibility for themselves as he shared from his book, 
“Boundaries with Kids” co-authored with Dr. John Townsend.
Aired 1/26/16 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the second of 2 programs on “Raising Kids With Healthy Boundaries,” 
Psychologist and author Dr. Henry Cloud described further how parents can strengthen their children’s 
character by teaching them to take responsibility for themselves as he shared more from his book, 
“Boundaries with Kids” co-authored with Dr. John Townsend.
Aired 1/27/16 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the first of 2 programs on overcoming distractions to connect with your 
family, blogger and author Rachel Macy Stafford offered encouragement from her bestselling books, 
“Hands Free Mama: A Guide to Putting Down the Phone, Burning the To-Do List and Letting Go of 
Perfection to Grasp What Really Matters!” and “Hands Free Life.”  
Aired 2/1/16 at 9 pm 30 min  

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In part 2 of the interview with blogger and author Rachel Macy Stafford, 
she offered more encouragement from her bestselling books, “Hands Free Mama: A Guide to Putting 



Down the Phone, Burning the To-Do List and Letting Go of Perfection to Grasp What Really Matters!” 
and “Hands Free Life.”  
Aired 2/2/16 at 9 pm 30 min 

WEEKEND MAGAZINE – “Raising Kids With Healthy Boundaries,” Psychologist and author Dr. 
Henry Cloud described how parents can strengthen their children’s character by teaching them to take 
responsibility for themselves as he shared from his book, “Boundaries with Kids” co-authored with Dr. 
John Townsend.
Aired 2/7/16 at 6 am 55 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – An interview with Dr. John Townsend who talked about establishing 
healthy boundaries with your teens. He gave parents practical advice and encouragement in a discussion 
based on his book, “Boundaries With Teens: When to Say Yes, How to Say No” and including 
information from his book, “Boundaries with Kids,” co-authored with Dr. Henry Cloud.
Aired 2/8/16 at 9 pm 30 min 

WEEKEND MAGAZINE – In part 1 of the program, author Leslie Vernick explained how an excessive 
love of self prevents us from experiencing the pleasure and fulfillment that comes when we get beyond a 
“Me-First” approach to life, and offered practical ideas for avoiding pride and finding the release of 
stress that comes with a sense of humility. She shared information from her book, “How to Find Selfless 
Joy in a Me-First World.”
In part 2 of the program, bestselling author Andy Stanley described how couples can put 'guardrails' 
around their relationship to protect it from destructive pitfalls, taking the concept of guardrails as 
roadside lifesavers and applying it to marriage.  Aired 2/14/16 at 6 am 55 min  

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Author Kay Wyma offered advice to parents on training their children for 
adulthood by teaching them the value of hard work and taking responsibility for their lives which 
ultimately brings the strength of self-fulfillment and the rewards of accomplishment. She shared from 
her book, “Cleaning House.” 
Aired 2/15/16 at 9 pm 30 min   
FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Best-selling author Gary Chapman gave practical advice on how you can 
build a strong, loving family you want to be in a discussion based on his book, “The Family You've 
Always Wanted: Five Ways You Can Make It Happen.” 
Aired 2/22/16 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY –In a continuation of the previous days program, best-selling author Gary 
Chapman went further in depth, giving even more practical advice on how you can build a strong, loving 
family you want to be in a discussion based on his book, “The Family You've Always Wanted: Five 
Ways You Can Make It Happen.” 
Aired 2/23/16 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In a program on going to college without going into debt, Prof. Alex 
Chediak, offered parents and their young adult children practical advice from his book, “Beating the 
College Debt Trap: Getting a Degree Without Going Broke,” as well as information from his books, 
“Thriving at College,” and “Preparing Your Teens for College.”
Aired 2/26/16 at 9 pm 30 min    



FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Rob Parsons of Care for the Family, one of the most prominent 
counselling and teaching organizations for the family in the United Kingdom, shared some of the 
valuable and important lessons he's learned about marriage, parenting and ministering to families around 
the world. He included material from his book, “The Wisdom House.”
Aired 3/3/16 at 9 pm 30 min  

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In part 2 of the previous days program Rob Parsons of Care for the 
Family, one of the most prominent counselling and teaching organizations for the family in the United 
Kingdom, shared more of the valuable and important lessons he's learned about marriage, parenting & 
ministering to families around the world. He included material from his book, “The Wisdom House.”
Aired 3/4/16 at 9 pm 30 min  

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Author Jeannie Cunnion encouraged moms and dads to focus their 
teaching style on a grace-based – rather than a rules-based – approach to parenting. She included 
information from her book, “Parenting the Wholehearted Child.”  
Aired 3/7/16 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the first of 2 programs on teaching kids to be respectful, author Jill 
Rigby Garner offered parents practical advice from her book, “Raising Respectful Children in a 
Disrespectful World.”  She also included information from her book, “Raising Unselfish Children in a 
Self-Absorbed World.”    Aired 3/28/16 at 9 pm 30 min  

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the second of 2 programs on teaching kids to be respectful, author Jill 
Rigby Garner offered parents more practical advice from her books, “Raising Respectful Children in a 
Disrespectful World”  and “Raising Unselfish Children in a Self-Absorbed World.”
Aired 3/29/16 at 9 pm 30 min  

Ongoing, LIVE - JD Smith is the KANN personality on the air Monday – Friday, 11 am to 2 pm. He is the 
father of 5 children who came to his family as foster children. He and his wife have adopted 4 of these 
children and are attempting to adopt the 5th. JD works with the Department of Family Services and Foster 
Connect, agencies that assist families in the area of fostering and sometimes adopting children who need 
stable homes. He talks daily about his family and various aspects of entering and navigating the foster and 
adoptive family life both legally and practically.

Family Life This Week – Hosted by authors and family experts Bob Lepine and Ashley Eskew of Family 
Life Ministries. Family Life Ministries is a national organization producing radio programs and conducting 
seminars across the country led by a team of family experts, psychologists, authors and counselors. The 
radio programs and seminars are designed to teach parents how to develop a parenting style that conveys 
patience & support, and results in a home environment of stability and balance where children feel secure, 
special and are nurtured to be all that their potential makes possible.  Airs every Sunday at 6:30 am, 27 min. 
.

3. Children’s Issues



Adventures in Odyssey – 25 min program airs every Saturday at 9:30 am . It is a weekly dramatization 
of a story that teaches a useful lesson to help young people deal with the challenges of life and learn 
useful lessons in character building. 
During the 1st ¼ of 2016, the following topics were the subject of the program for the date shown:

1/16/2016—Recognizing and managing priorities
1/23/2016—Time management
1/30/2016 – Bullying, the self-destructive power of revenge, the freedom of forgiveness 
2/6/2016 – Responsibility
2/13/2016 – Pride, handling failure 
2/20/2016 – The importance of family relationships
2/27/2016 – The importance of time management, finishing what we start and not                        

overcommitting
3/5/2016 – Respect for the elderly and appreciating wise counsel, and the importance of being   
        truthful and discerning  
3/12/2016 – Facing and overcoming our fears 
3/19/2016 – Learning how to build relationships and the importance of trust 
3/26/2016 – Helping someone out without needing recognition

Your Story Hour –  28 min. recorded weekly program for children airing every Saturday at 9 am. Each 
program is a dramatization of a story, both fiction and non-fiction, of an individual or family who has 
lived some part of their life story in a way that has historical significance, demonstrates important 
character traits, represents a particular heroism or exceptional strength in overcoming difficult personal 
challenges, or outstanding achievements. 

During the 1st ¼ of 2016, the following topics were the topic of Your Story Hour on the date shown:

1/2/16 – The 1st part of the story of the historical character Moses, which includes lessons of 
handling family turmoil, courage, leadership and standing up to adversity no matter what in 
pursuit of your goals.

1/9/16 – the second part of the story of the historical character Moses, which includes lessons of 
handling family turmoil, courage, leadership and standing up to adversity no matter what in 
pursuit of your goals.

1/16/16 – Part 1 of the story of Desmond Doss, a young man who was drafted into the Army in 
WWII but stood up for his principles and refused to carry a gun. He asked to serve his country in 
some other way and was given the opportunity to work as a medic. He wound up being a hero 
who served and saved many men, including 75 men in his unit in one act of tremendous bravery 
in the battle of Hacksaw ridge on Okinawa in WWII. He was awarded a Medal of Honor by Pres. 
Harry Truman. A program on courage in the face of danger and standing up for your convictions.

1/23/16 – Part 2 of the story of Desmond Doss, a young man who was drafted into the Army in 
WWII but stood up for his principles and refused to carry a gun. He asked to serve his country in 



some other way and was given the opportunity to work as a medic. He wound up being a hero 
who served and saved many men, including 75 men in his unit in one act of tremendous bravery 
in the battle of Hacksaw ridge on Okinawa in WWII. He was awarded a Medal of Honor by Pres. 
Harry Truman. A program on courage in the face of danger and standing up for your convictions.

3/19/2016 – The story of Marty Marion, 1940’s St. Louis Cards “Mr. Short Stop” one of 
Americas great  baseball heroes, and his friend Johnny Echols, who was really responsible for 
encouraging him to persevere and not give up playing the game. A story of perseverance and 
what it means to be a true friend.

1/18/16 – 1 min live PSA for the “Wait No More” Foster Care recruitment event put on by the Clark 
County Foster Care System and Focus on the Family.  1 min live PSA was aired at 7:20 am and another 
at 10:07am.

1/19/16 – 1 min live PSA for the “Wait No More” Foster Care recruitment event put on by the Clark 
County Foster Care System and Focus on the Family. Live PSA was aired at 9:25 am.

1/25/2016 – 3 min recorded conversation with Adam Agee from the band ”Audio Adrenaline” who 
talked about the orphanage that the band founded and operated in Haiti, “The Hands & Feet Project” and 
what can be done to break the cycle of poverty in America & in developing nations.  
Aired at 7:50am & 9:50 am.      

    

2/11/2015 – 4 min recorded conversation with author, blogger and speaker Michael Johnson who shared 
about his organization, “Future Marriage University,” a teaching outreach that is helping teenagers set 
strategy for long term relationships and avoid dating mistakes.   
Aired at 7:40 am.

2/19/2016 – 9 minute recorded discussion with Paul Badura from Focus on the Family who talked about 
how to encourage your kids to take an interest in the political process, the elections, and civic duty. 
Aired at 8:05am.

2/19/2016 – Recorded 4 min interview with author Bob Walizewski (author of Plugged in Parenting) 
who talked about helping our kids make better media choices. 
Aired at 7:40 & 9:40am

3/14/2016 – 15 minute live conversation with Monster Jam driver Bailey Shea who talked about helping 
kids with life threatening illnesses through the Make a Wish Foundation. She shared her story of 
growing up with a chronic illness and how she uses it to encourage kids today.
Aired at 8:35 am.

4. Racial Division



1/18/2016 – 9 minute recorded interview with author Dr. Alveda King (niece of Dr. Martin Luther King 
Jr) who talked with us about what civil rights look like in 2016. She shared how Dr. Martin Luther 
King’s passion can challenge our thinking in 2016. She shared the story of her family and how they 
taught the use of peaceful protest to make change in our country.    
Aired at 7:35am & 9:35am.

5. Marriage Issues

WEEKEND  MAGAZINE – Authors and Psychologist Greg and Erin Smalley talked about the 
importance of committing to take time to nurture your marriage with intentional “date nights,” and they 
addressed common questions and hurdles that couples face in planning for a regular date night in the 
midst of a busy schedule. They included information found in their book, “Take the Date Night 
Challenge.”
Aired 1/3/16 at 6 am 55 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Al and Lisa Robertson, of Duck Dynasty fame, described how their 
tumultuous marriage has been pulled back from the brink of divorce, offering hope and wisdom for 
couples facing difficult challenges in their marriage. They shared from their book, “A New Season.” 
Aired 1/13/16 at 9 pm 30 min     

1/20/2016 – 10 min. recorded interview with Mike Weaver of the band “Big Daddy Weave” who talked 
about the importance of serving our spouse when we’re married. He also talked about dealing with grief 
after the loss of a loved one.
Aired at 7:05am & 10:00am.

2/1/2016 – 10 min. recorded interview with Paul Teutul Jr. from the television series “American 
Chopper” who told the story of his broken marriage and how they came to reconciliation. He talked 
about how to find restoration in marriage and a healthy approach to dating relationships.       
Aired at 7:05am & 9:30am.

2/25 – 12 min. recorded interview with singer Colton Dixon from American Idol. He talked about being 
a newlywed, and what he’s learning about marriage strategy.     
Aired at 7:40am & 9:40am.

2/29/2016 – 7 min. recorded interview with Author Rich Wilkerson talked about fighting for marriage 
relationships and setting marriage strategy. He shared about how faith helps set healthy boundaries. 
Aired at 7:05am & 9:05am.

3/11/2016 – 3 min. recorded interview with author/researcher Shaunti Feldhahn who discussed material 
from her latest book, “ The Surprising Secrets of Highly Happy Marriages.” 
Aired at 7:50am.



FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Author and marriage conference speaker Mark Gungor outlined nine 
positive attitudes that are essential for a good marriage. He included information from his book, “Laugh 
Your Way to a Better Marriage.”
Aired 1/25/16 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Bestselling author Andy Stanley described how couples can put 
'guardrails' around their relationship to protect it from destructive pitfalls, taking the concept of 
guardrails as roadside lifesavers and applying it to marriage.
Aired 2/3/16 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – First program in a 2 part series on “Unlocking the Secrets to Lifelong 
Love,” Psychologist and authors Dr. Greg and Erin Smalley discussed strategies to help couples build a 
romance that will last a lifetime, and have the kind of satisfying and enjoyable relationship that doesn’t 
grow cold with time. They included material from their book, “Crazy Little Thing Called Marriage,” as 
well as offering an online PDF: 12 Secrets to Lifelong Romance. 
Aired 2/11/16 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Second program in a 2 part series on “Unlocking the Secrets to Lifelong 
Love,” Psychologist and authors Dr. Greg and Erin Smalley discussed more strategies to help couples 
build a romance that will last a lifetime, and have the kind of satisfying and enjoyable relationship that 
doesn’t grow cold with time. They included additional material from their book, “Crazy Little Thing 
Called Marriage,” as well as offering an online PDF: 12 Secrets to Lifelong Romance.
Aired 2/12/16 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – First in a 2 part series on “Staying Together When You Feel Like 
Leaving,” authors Bill and Vicki Rose offered hope for troubled couples as they recount the severe 
problems their marriage faced, how they found a way to a restored and sustained relationship. They 
shared from Vicki’s book, “Every Reason to Leave.” 
Aired 2/16/16 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Second in a 2 part series on “Staying Together When You Feel Like 
Leaving,” authors Bill and Vicki Rose offered further hope for troubled couples as they recount the 
severe problems their marriage faced, and talked more about how they found a way to a restored and 
sustained relationship. They shared from Vicki’s book, “Every Reason to Leave.” 
Aired 2/17/16 at 9 pm 30 min 

WEEKEND MAGAZINE – A program on “Unlocking the Secrets to Lifelong Love,” in which 
Psychologist and authors Dr. Greg and Erin Smalley discussed strategies to help couples build a 
romance that will last a lifetime, and have the kind of satisfying and enjoyable relationship that doesn’t 
grow cold with time. They included material from their book, “Crazy Little Thing Called Marriage,” as 
well as offering an online PDF: 12 Secrets to Lifelong Romance.
Aired 2/21/16 at 6 am 55 min  

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Author Leslie Vernick described how the practice of gratitude can result 
in experiencing a greater degree of happiness and satisfaction in our lives, and how choosing to put 
someone else ahead of our getting our own way can also give a sense of pleasure at taking the option. 



She included material from her books, “Lord, I Just Want to be Happy” and “How to Find Selfless Joy 
in a Me First World.”
Aired 2/29/16 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Psychologist and authors Dr. Greg and Erin Smalley offered couples 
practical advice in a discussion based on Greg's book, “Fight Your Way to a Better Marriage: How 
Healthy Conflict Can Take You to Deeper Levels of Intimacy.”
Aired 3/1/16 at 9 pm 30 min  

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Part 2 of the previous days discussion with Psychologist and authors Dr. 
Greg and Erin Smalley who offered couples further practical advice in a discussion based on Greg's 
book, “Fight Your Way to a Better Marriage: How Healthy Conflict Can Take You to Deeper Levels of 
Intimacy.”
Aired 3/2/16 at 9 pm 30 min 
FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the first of a 2 part discussion based on anger management, bestselling 
author and psychologist Dr. Gary Chapman shared information from his book, “Anger: Taming a 
Powerful Emotion.” He offered practical advice for dealing with anger in a healthy manner and 
embracing the power of forgiveness in the effort. A PDF was offered online as well, “Personal Anger 
Assessment & Dealing with Anger toward Your Spouse,” also written by Dr. Chapman.
Aired 3/10/16 at 9 pm 30 min  

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the second of a 2 part discussion based on anger management, 
bestselling author and psychologist Dr. Gary Chapman shared more information from his book, “Anger: 
Taming a Powerful Emotion.” He offered further practical advice for dealing with anger in a healthy 
manner and embracing the power of forgiveness in the effort. A PDF was offered online as well, 
“Personal Anger Assessment & Dealing with Anger toward Your Spouse,” also written by Dr. 
Chapman.
Aired 3/11/16 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – John Branyan shared a humorous look at living with a spouse who is your 
polar opposite and shared a touching message about the power of love.     
Aired 3/21/16 at 9 pm 30 min 

6. Women’s Issues 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In part one of a discussion based on her book, “Girls Gone Wise in a 
World Gone Wild,” Mary Kassian explained how parents can help their young daughters resist the 
pressure of popular culture to live up to physical and relational standards being set by the movie, music 
and cultural icons centered on outward appearance and attention-grabbing personal choices rather than 
stay true to themselves and have the strength of their own personal convictions in the face of that 
pressure. 
Aired 3/14/16 at 9 pm 30 min 



FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Part 2 of the previous days discussion with Mary Kassian based on her 
book, “Girls Gone Wise in a World Gone Wild.” She further explained how parents can help their 
young daughters resist the pressure of popular culture to live up to physical and relational standards 
being set by the movie, music and cultural icons centered on outward appearance and attention-grabbing 
personal choices rather than stay true to themselves and have the strength of their own personal 
convictions in the face of that pressure. 
Aired 3/15/16 at 9 pm 30 min 

3/18/2016 – 8 min. recorded interview with author Dr. Tony Evans who shared parenting strategy & 
discussed parenting resources. He also talked about the free services of the Women’s Resource Medical 
Center, which provides free clothing, diapers, formula, as well as free pregnancy tests and ultrasound 
sonograms to women in need of these goods and services. He talked about his being keynote speaker at 
their upcoming banquet. 
Aired at 7:05am.
FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Conversation with author Jill Buteyn, who was friends with previous 
Focus on the Family program guest Kara Tippetts. She talked about her experience of supporting Kara 
through her journey with terminal illness, and offered encouragement and help for those wanting to 
come 
alongside loved ones who are struggling with life's challenges. Jill included information from the book 
she and Jill co-authored before Kara’s death, “Just Show Up.” 
Aired 3/22/16 at 9 pm 30 min          

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Author and speaker Patricia Layton described how God helped her find 
emotional and psychological healing after an abortion she had when she was younger, offering 
encouragement and hope to women who are struggling with similar pain. She also discussed her 
outreach to post-abortive women. She shared material from her book, “A Surrendered Life.”
Aired 3/30/16 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Continuation of the previous days conversation with author and speaker 
Patricia Layton who described more of how God helped her find emotional and psychological healing 
after an abortion she had when she was younger, offering further encouragement and hope to women 
who are struggling with similar pain. She also talked more about her outreach to post-abortive women. 
She shared material from her book, “A Surrendered Life.”
Aired 3/31/16 at 9 pm 30 min  

Each spring KANN encourages listeners to support the work of non-profit  women’s resource/pregnancy 
care organizations where women can go and receive free clothing, diapers, formula, as well as free 
pregnancy tests for women in need of these items and services. Centers we support on the include the 
Ogden Pregnancy Care Center and the Pregnancy Resource Center of Salt Lake City. Between 2/29/16 
& 3/31/16 the KANN DJs made approx. 10 mentions encouraging support and encouraging those in 
need of the services they offer. Mentions varied in length from approx. :20 to 1:30 and were all live, 
airing weekdays between 7 am and 8 pm.



7. Political/Governmental Issues

KANN – is committed to providing our listeners with information on current events & information. We are 
an affiliate of the SRN Network News. With live news reporters covering daily news around the globe, we 
are able to deliver the most up-to-the-minute information to our listeners on events that are important to 
making lifestyle choices and decisions. This includes information on the latest political, financial, health 
and governmental developments as they happen, as well as general World events. 

The News schedule is as follows: 

Monday – Friday Saturday Sunday
1 am midnight - 3 min 1 am - 3 min 1 pm – 3 min
6:55 am - 3 min 6 am - 3 min
8 am - 3 min 7 am - 3 min
9 am - 3 min 8 am - 3 min
12 pm – 3 min 1 pm – 3 min
1 pm – 3 min 4 pm – 3 min
4 pm – 3 min 6 pm – 3 min
7 pm – 3 min
11 pm – 3 min

9. Health (mental & physical), Crime  & Law Enforcement and Public Safety Issues

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In an effort to help the many listeners who want to start off the new year 
right, Psychologist Dr. Kevin Leman encouraged listeners to put our priorities in order and stay 
committed to them, and to let go of the baggage of past mistakes and choose to forward progress for 
your life. He included material from his book, “Have a New You by Friday.” 
Aired 1/4/16 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – First program of a 2 day series on “Human Trafficking: What You Need 
to Know.” Linda Smith, President of Shared Hope International, discussed the trafficking of minors in 
the United States, how listeners can fight it and how parents can protect their children. Joining the 
conversation was a young woman named "Lacy" who shared her story as a former child trafficking 
victim and how she escaped the industry with the help of Shared Hope International. There was a PDF 
offered online for download: Warning Signs of Sex Trafficking.
Aired 1/19/16 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Part 2 of the series, “Human Trafficking: What You Need to Know.” 
Linda Smith, President of Shared Hope International, further discussed the trafficking of minors in the 
United States, how listeners can fight it and how parents can protect their children. Joining the 
conversation was a young woman named "Lacy" who shared her story as a former child trafficking 
victim and how she escaped the industry with the help of Shared Hope International. There was a PDF 
offered online for download: Warning Signs of Sex Trafficking.
Aired 1/20/16 at 9 pm 30 min 

1/21/2016 – 11 min. recorded interview with singer Mandisa (from American Idol) who shared her 
personal story and gave advice from her own experience about how we can overcome the shame of 



things from our past. The conversation also included her experience with the international children’s aid 
organization Compassion International and the work that they do to help bring children out of poverty 
around the globe. 
Aired at 7:35am & 9:35am

3/23/16 – 10 min. recorded interview with Pamela Poston of the “Highways & Hedges Outreach,” a 
program that reaches out to ex-inmates in an effort to help them stay out of prison. She talked about the 
tremendous success of the program in reducing recidivism among those previously incarcerated.
Aired at 7:30am.

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In a program on what to do if you or someone you’re with has a sudden 
cardiac arrest, author and speaker Pamela Christian shared the story of her near-death experience and 
surviving a heart attack. A PDF was offered online titled “Hands-Only CPR for Witnessed Sudden 
Collapse,” encouraging listeners to consider learning in advance of an emergency, what to do when 
happens. 
Aired 2/10/16 at 9 pm 30 min 

Unshackled – True life stories of men and women who have been addicted to drugs and/or alcohol or 
have struggled with another life-controlling abuse problem and how they overcame the addiction and 
found a way to live free of the hold it had on them. A different person’s life story is dramatized every 
day. Telephone contact information is given so that anyone who wants further assistance can talk to 
someone and get personal help.
Airs Monday – Friday at 5:30 am. 29 min. 

10. Poverty / Human Suffering 

1/21/2016 – 2 minute live break on homelessness and how to break it’s cycle. Morning DJ Scott Herrold 
talked about how singer Danny Gokey started a charity called SophiasHeart.org so he could do 
something about the challenge of homelessness he saw. 
Aired at 8:40 am.

1/25/2016 – 3 min recorded conversation with Adam Agee from the band ”Audio Adrenaline” who 
talked about the orphanage that the band founded and operated in Haiti, “The Hands & Feet Project” and 
what can be done to break the cycle of poverty in America & in developing nations.  
Aired at 7:50am & 9:50 am.

1/28/2016 – 10 min recorded conversation with Kyle from the band Stars Go Dim about how poverty in 
America is different than poverty in other nations around the world. He talked about their outreach work 
feeding the needy in Belize. 
Aired at 7:35am.


